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Objectives: Ss will recall language from Unit 8 Listening Part 3. 
Method: T-Ss  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 8 Listening Part 3 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Show slides and then have Ss answer related questions. “Whose schedule 
is this?” “What does he do most afternoons?” “Does he play soccer on 
weekends?” “How long does he play soccer on weekdays?” 
Step 2: Ss take turns to answer the questions.  
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Objectives: Ss will review and personalize the language in Unit 8 Listening Part 3. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT SCM  
Materials: PPT: a schedule template, paper, pencils or pens, a box or bag 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Hand out a piece of paper to each S and give them three minutes to write 
their weekly schedules. Tell them not to write their names on the schedules.  
Step 2: When time is up, gather all the schedules in a box or a bag. 
Step 3: Have Ss each draw one schedule from the box/bag, and then describe the 
schedule using language from the courseware. For example, “This S practices 
playing the piano every Wednesday and Friday evenings. S/He usually has English 
class on Saturday afternoon.”  
Step 4: Ss guess whose schedule it is based on the information.  
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Objectives: Ss will recall logical connections, and common actions in Unit 8 
Vocabulary 3. 
Method: S-Ss –TTT  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 8 Vocabulary 3  
Procedure:  
Step 1: Have Ss sit in pairs and show slide.  
Step 2: Ss are given three minutes to discuss with their partners and think of a 
short story about the actions in the slide. They need to explain what the 
characters are doing in the pictures and reasons for the actions.  
Step 3: Invite a S from each pair to read their story to the class. For example, “The 
boy in the picture is reading a brown book. He is having a lot of fun reading the 
book because it is interesting. His friend lent him the book, so after he has 
finished it, he will return the book.” 
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Fluency Opportunity Activities, are designed to give kids a break from regular  
study and let them just enjoy the language. Over time, it is hoped, during these 
sessions, the students will start using the course language without design – 
naturally. As these are fun activities, like games, it can be considered a reward  
and motivation.   
 
Suitable activities available from the Support Hub. 
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Objectives: Ss will preview language in Unit 8 Listening Part 2.  
Method: T-Ss  
Materials: PPT: images from Unit 8 Listening Part 2 
Procedure:  
Step 1: Show slide and ask Ss at what times of the day when the activities occur. 
T asks Ss with the following language pattern, “When do you …?” 
Step 2: Ss compare their ideas with the rest of the class. 
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the reflection bank methods.  


